Title: VERTEBROPLASTY INJECTION DEVICE AND BONE CEMENT THEREFOR

Abstract: This invention relates to a mixing and delivery device suitable for delivering injectable biomaterials, and to preferred bone cement formulations.
Vertebroplasty Injection Device and Bone Cement Therefor

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Number 09/784,383, filed February 15, 2001, and claims the benefit of such applications under 35 USC 120.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In vertebroplasty, the surgeon seeks to treat a compression fracture of a vertebra by injecting bone cement such as PMMA into the fracture. In one clinical report, Jensen et al., AJNR: 18 Nov. 1997, Jensen describes mixing two PMMA precursor components (one powder and one liquid) in a dish to produce a viscous bone cement; filling 10 ml syringes with this cement, injecting it into smaller 1 ml syringes, and finally delivering the mixture into the desired area of the vertebral body through needles attached to the smaller syringes.

Although this procedure has found success, it has also met with some problems. For example, Jensen reports that the open-air mixing of the precursor materials produces problematic fumes. Also, when the plastic plunger in a 1 mm syringe is pressed against the viscous cement in the syringe barrel, the appreciable resistance of the cement to this pressure may cause the relatively thin plunger rod to collapse. To minimize this danger, only about half of the syringe barrel is typically filled with cement. Although this precaution enhances the feasibility of the procedure, it requires loading twice as many syringes, thereby increasing the total time of the procedure.

In addition, the pressures which can be generated by manual operation of 1 ml syringes are fairly low. Referring now to Figure 7, the pressure generated in a fluid within a conventional syringe S is governed by the equation P = F/A, wherein:

\[
P = \text{the pressure at the cement delivery opening } O,
\]
A = the cross-sectional area of the disc D, and
F = the force applied to the handle H in a direction normal to disc D.

Since about 10-15 pounds of force (~44-66 N) is typically generated by manually pressing handle H, and the disc area A of a typical 1 ml syringe is about 0.025 in² (~16.129 mm²), the pressure P available for injecting the bone cement is only about 400-600 psi (~2.75-4.13 MPa). In vertebroplasty performed with these methods, a pressure of at least about 1000 psi (~6.9 MPa) is desirable, with a pressure of about 2000 psi (~13.78 MPa) being more preferable.

WO 99/49819 ("Preismann") recognized the problem of low delivery pressures in conventional syringes and suggested using a screw-type plunger in a single injection chamber. Although Preismann's screw-type plunger provides more pressure per unit force than the conventional plunger of Figure 7, it nonetheless requires a cross-sectional area A of about 0.5 in.² (322 mm²) in order to deliver 2000 psi (~13.78 MPa), and so a chamber capable of delivering 2 cc of bone cement would need to be about 6.22 inches (158 mm) in length. Since this device would likewise require a screw-type plunger of equal length, the total length of the device with the plunger extend would be at least about 12.44 inches (63.5 mm), which is fairly long for a surgical setting. One apparent commercial embodiment of Preismann uses an injection chamber having a length of about 2.5 inches and holds only about 8 cc of bone cement. In addition, Preismann only discloses a delivery system. The user must still mix the two bone cement precursors outside the delivery system, and then transfer the mixed cement to the delivery system.

US Patent No. 5,252,301 ("Nilson") discloses a bone cement delivery apparatus wherein the two bone cement precursors are mixed within the injection chamber, thereby solving the fume and transfer problem. However, Nilson discloses a conventional delivery system having a conventional plunger in a single chamber for delivering the bone cement, and so does not provide high pressure delivery.

There are a number of gun-type injectors which seek to use the mechanical advantage of a lever to deliver high pressure fluids from a chamber into the patient. See, for example, US Patent No. 4,338,925. However, in order
to provide pressures of about 2000 psi via a conventional 11.4 cm² (1.77 inches²) disc in a conventional single chamber device used in orthopaedic applications, the mechanical advantage would have to be very high.

US Patent No. 5,190,191 ("Reyman") discloses a dual chamber delivery device intended to deliver contraceptive fluid, wherein the fluid is first transferred from a large reservoir into a smaller delivery chamber and then delivered from the delivery chamber by means of a conventional syringe-type plunger. As fluid is delivered via pressure developed by a conventional plunger, this device suffers from the same low pressure deliveries experienced by syringes using conventional plungers. In addition, the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the reservoir-disc to the injection-chamber disc appears to be less than about 8:1. As Reyman addressed the problem of delivering known, discrete quantities of fluid and was not concerned with providing high pressure fluids, the low pressure delivery characteristics of the Reyman device was not a particular concern to Reyman. In addition, Reyman's preferred embodiment uses a one-way valve between the reservoir and dispensing chamber (to prevent back flow to the reservoir during delivery) and a cap upon the opening in the dispensing chamber (to prevent loss of the fluid during inter-chamber transfer). These features make this device very complicated to operate.

Lastly, Reyman does not disclose an injection chamber having a sterile inner surface.

There are a number of pneumatic injection devices disclosed in the literature as well. However, these devices often provide inadequate control of the delivery of the bone cement, and may pose safety concerns in applications such as vertebroplasty wherein control of the injected material is of paramount importance.

US Patent No. 6,033,105 ("Barker") discloses an integrated bone cement mixing and delivery system. However, Barker teaches using an auger mechanism as the means for advancing the bone cement through the delivery chamber. Barker teaches that the auger mechanism is advantageous because it provides both controlled delivery and high pressure. Barker further discloses many alternative embodiments of the device, wherein the pitch, direction and
diameter of the augur threads are varied in order to maximize control, enhance delivery pressure and eliminate air bubbles in the bone cement.

The English language abstract of JP 10146559 discloses a device for injecting viscous fluids in discrete quantities which requires a reciprocating holding member (3). The English language abstract of JP 10146559 does not disclose an injection chamber having a sterile inner surface, nor does fluid communication ever exist between the reservoir and injection chamber exit openings.

US Patent No. 5,931,347 ("Haubrich") discloses a device for injecting viscous fluids in which the injection chamber has an axially movable piston which a) when moved from the entry opening of the injection chamber towards the chamber’s exit opening, creates a vacuum in the chamber in order to draw fluid from reservoir into the chamber, and b) when moved in the opposite direction, has a through hole to allow the fluid to move through it to reach the exit opening of the injection chamber. Haubrich does not disclose an impermeable piston in the injection chamber.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

The present inventors have found that providing a dual chamber, mixing-and-delivery device in which the delivery chamber houses an axially movable piston provides a number of advantages over the prior art Barker device.

First, the position of the axially movable piston can be manipulated during operation to pass over and occlude the entry port of the injection chamber during a stroke. The ability to occlude the entry port allows the user to selectively stop fluid communication between the injection chamber’s exit opening and the reservoir, thereby isolating the bone cement (or other injectable material) present in the injection chamber. The isolated bone cement may then be advantageously injected into the patient in small discrete quantities (such as 0.5-1 cc per stroke). This capability provides the surgeon with highly specific control of the quantity of injected cement, a quality not found in other high pressure vertebroplasty injection devices.
Second, the axially movable piston can be made to sealingly fit within a small (e.g., 1 cc) tubular injection chamber so as to force the discrete quantity of bone cement in the injection chamber in a predetermined direction under high pressure. Accordingly, a mixing-and-delivery device having both high-pressure delivery capability and a compact size is now possible.

Lastly, the axially movable piston may be attached to a lever to increase the mechanical advantage of the force used to axially move the piston, thereby further increasing the pressure within the injection chamber.

For these reasons, the device of the present invention can deliver discrete quantities of bone cement at pressures suitable for vertebroplasty (preferably, at least 1000 psi (~6.89 MPa), more preferably, at least 2000 psi (~13.8 MPa)) while maintaining overall device dimensions which are desirable for vertebroplastic surgeries. Accordingly, the device of the present invention provides significant technical advances over the conventional mixing/injection devices used in the bone cement procedures.

Therefore, in accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention, there is provided an injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions, and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening in the first end portion and an exit opening in the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) an impermeable first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber.

In accordance with a second embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening and an inner surface,
b) an injection chamber having:
   i) first and second end portions, and
   ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening in the first end portion
   and an exit opening in the second end portion,

5 the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
and
wherein the reservoir inner surface and the injection chamber inner surface
define a volume ratio of at least 10:1.

10 In accordance with a third embodiment of the present invention, there is
provided a device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

15 b) an injection chamber having:
   i) first and second end portions, and
   ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening in the first end portion
   and an exit opening in the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
and
wherein the injection chamber inner surface defines a volume of between 0.1
and 5 cc.

25 In accordance with a fourth embodiment of the present invention, there is
provided a device comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

   i) first and second end portions and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end
portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,
the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and
c) a radially movable mixing element housed within the reservoir.

5

In accordance with a fifth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a device comprising:
a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:

10  i) first and second end portions and
    ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) means for preventing back flow from the exit opening of the injection chamber.

15

In accordance with a sixth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

20

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:

25  i) first and second end portions and
    ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

30  c) means for manually ejecting bone cement in discrete quantities from the injection chamber under a pressure of at least 1000 psi (6.89 MPa).
In accordance with a seventh embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a device for injecting bone cement comprising:

a) a reservoir having first end portion forming an exit opening and a second end portion,
b) an injection chamber having:
   i) first and second end portions and
   ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,
the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and
c) means for applying continuous pressure upon bone cement located in the reservoir.

In accordance with a eighth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided an injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:
   i) first and second end portions, and
   ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,
the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
c) mechanical advantage means for pressurizing the injection chamber.

In accordance with a ninth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided an injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:
i) first and second end portions, and
ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first
d the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
c) a shaft having a first end portion and a second end portion,
wherein the second end portion of the inner surface has a third opening and the
second end portion of the shaft is slidably received in the third opening.
d) a lever having first and second end portions, the first end of the lever being
connected to the device, the second end of the lever positioned to bear upon
the second end portion of the shaft, wherein at least one end portion of the
lever is pivotally connected.

In accordance with a tenth embodiment of the present invention, there is
provided an injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:
a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:
i) first and second end portions, and
ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first
d the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
c) means for creating a vacuum in the injection chamber between the entry
and exit openings.

In accordance with an eleventh embodiment of the present invention, there is
provided a device comprising:
a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:
i) first and second end portions and
ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first
d the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) an O-ring contacting the inner surface of the injection chamber.

In accordance with a twelfth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided an injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having i) a sterile inner surface forming entry and exit openings, and ii) first and second ends defining a first axis, the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,

c) a first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber and having a first piston having an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber,

d) a second piston disposed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir, and

wherein the inner faces of the first and second piston define respective first and second cross-sectional areas, and wherein the ratio of the second cross-sectional area to the first cross-sectional area is at least 9:1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Figure 1 presents a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of the device of the present invention.

Figures 2a-c present cross-sectional views of preferred injection chambers in devices of the present invention having a plunger.

Figure 3 presents a cross-sectional view of a preferred injection chamber in a device of the present invention having a screw.

Figure 4 presents a cross-sectional view of a reservoir of the present invention.

Figure 5 presents a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of the present invention having a mixing handle and a spring loading handle.
Figures 6a-c present cross-sectional views of preferred features within the reservoir of the present invention.

Figure 7 presents a cross-sectional view of a conventional syringe having a conventional plunger.

Figures 8a-b present cross-sectional views of preferred features within the reservoir of the present invention.

Figures 9a-b present preferred embodiments of the present invention having a freely movable mixing element in the reservoir.

Figures 9c-d present axial views of respective unlocked and locked embodiments of the spring-loaded embodiments of the invention.

Figure 10 describes the concept of mechanical advantage provided by levers.

Figures 11a-b disclose preferred embodiments of the device having a fluid flow restrictor.

Figure 11c discloses an axial view of a preferred flow restrictor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

For the purposes of the present invention, “sterile” means a sterility assurance level of no more than $10^6$. An “axially movable” piston includes the leading face of both a plunger and the leading face of a screw which is threadably engaged with a correspondingly threaded tube. When one component “bears against” another component, it may do so indirectly. Likewise, when two components are “connected”, they need not have direct physical contact. When two components “contact” each other, they directly touch each other. When two components “engage” or “attach to” each other, they fit together.

Now referring to Figure 1, there is provided a preferred embodiment of the present invention, wherein the device 1 for mixing and injecting bone cement, comprises:

a) a reservoir 3 having an exit opening 5 and first and second ends (7,9) defining a reservoir axis,

b) a first member 11 having a mixing shank 13 extending therefrom, the shank being disposed within the reservoir,
c) an injection chamber 21 comprising i) a sterile tubular inner surface 23 forming entry and exit openings (25,27), the exit opening 5 of the reservoir and the entry opening 25 of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,

d) a plunger 31 slidably received in an opening 22 in the tubular inner surface 23 of the chamber, the plunger comprising i) a piston 33 having an inner face 35 and an outer face 36, and ii) a plunger rod 37 having first and second ends (38,39), the inner face 35 of the piston facing the exit opening 27 of the injection chamber and being in sealing engagement with the inner surface 23 of the injection chamber, the outer face 36 of the piston being attached to the first end 38 of the second rod, and

e) a lever 41 having first and second ends (43,45), the first end 43 of the lever being pivotally attached to the device 1, the second end 45 of the lever being attached to the second end 39 of the plunger rod.

Now Referring to Figure 2a, in some embodiments, when a force X is applied to lever 41 in a direction parallel to plunger rod 37, the forward action of piston 33 begins at position A and ends at position B₁, thereby displacing an amount of bone cement equal to the traversed volume through exit opening 27. However, since the piston of this embodiment does not pass over the entry opening of the injection chamber, at no time in the stroke does this piston prevent fluid communication between the reservoir and injection chamber, and so the pressure is determined by the pressure of the fluid in reservoir 3 (which is typically low). Therefore, in some embodiments, a valve 51 is provided between the entry opening 25 of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber and the exit opening 5 of the reservoir for restricting the fluid communication therebetween. When this valve 51 is in an open position, bone cement may be delivered from the reservoir into the injection chamber. After such delivery, valve 51 is adjusted to its closed position, and the bone cement in the injection chamber is now in fluid isolation. Accordingly, the pressure experienced by the cement is now a function of the diameter of the inner face 35 of piston 33 of the injection chamber, and so the isolated cement may be
more easily pressurized to a usefully high pressure by the forward action of the lever 41.

Although valve 51 is useful in enhancing the pressure of the bone cement in the injection chamber, it nonetheless requires extra effort to open and shut the valve with each stroke. Now referring to Figure 2b, in more preferred embodiments, the stroke of the plunger is such that piston 33 of the plunger begins its stroke at position A (thereby allowing fluid communication between the entry 25 and exit 27 openings), and then moves forward across the entry opening 25 during the injection stroke to position B2, thereby occluding the entry opening and preventing the fluid communication with the reservoir. Since the bone cement in the injection chamber is now in fluid isolation, the pressure experienced by the cement is now a function of the diameter of the inner face 35 of the injection chamber piston 33 and so may be more easily pressurized to a usefully high pressure by the forward action of the lever 41.

In this preferred embodiment, the dual role played by the piston 33 obviates the need for the valve member 51.

Although the device of Figure 2b provides the isolation desired for discrete bone cement injection, it does so for only a relatively small portion of the stroke. That is, when the inner face is between positions A and C, fluid communication still exists between the reservoir and injection chambers, and so only relatively low pressures can be realized. Therefore, in more preferred embodiments, the length of plunger 37 is such that the inner face 35 of the piston has an initial position C adjacent the entry opening 25 of the injection chamber. When the inner face is so positioned, the only portion of the stroke in which fluid communication still exists is that small portion in which inner face 35 passes over entry opening 25. Therefore, this embodiment has the advantage that virtually the entire stroke is at a high pressure. Preferably, the depth D of piston 33 is greater than the distance between entry opening 25 and exit opening 27. This condition prevents cement from flowing from the reservoir into the area of the injection chamber behind the piston.

In one preferred embodiment, now referring to Figure 2c, the length of plunger rod 37 is such that the inner face 35 of the piston has a final position B3
substantially adjacent the exit opening 27 of the injection chamber. In this mode, the plunger movement completely empties the chamber of bone cement. This has the advantage of providing more ejection volume per stroke, thereby requiring fewer strokes to deliver a predetermined volume.

Preferably, the inner face of the piston housed within the injection chamber is sealingly engaged with a smooth inner surface of a tubular injection chamber. Under such sealing engagement conditions, the forward action of the inner face upon the isolated bone cement can produce the desired high pressure. However, in other embodiments and now referring to Figure 3, the axially movable inner face 34 may be the lead surface of a screw 60 having a thread 61 which is threadably engaged with a corresponding thread 62 of the tubular injection chamber 21, thereby providing a sealing engagement. Since the inner face is axially movable relative to the injection chamber and the sealing engagement allows the bone cement to be isolated, the bone cement within the injection chamber may be easily pressurized to a high pressure. By way of contrast, the auger design of Barker discloses a threaded screw within a smooth tube and so does not produce the total occlusion condition desired for producing high pressures.

In preferred embodiments, the inner face 34 or 35 of the piston is impervious to viscous bone cement. The impervious nature of the inner face allows the movement of the inner face to efficiently act upon the bone cement within the injection chamber and thereby produce a high pressure. By way of contrast, the auger of Barker requires that bone cement pass through the inner face in order to be injected.

In some embodiments, referring again to Figure 3, the device further comprises a check valve 65 located adjacent the exit opening 27 of the injection chamber. During the low pressure filling of the injection chamber, this valve is in a closed position (position C) which seals the exit opening from fluid flow. During the high pressure stroke, check valve 65 opens (position D) in response to increased pressure within the injection chamber and then recloses (position C) upon reduction of that pressure below a predetermined high pressure level. This feature prevents bone cement from being sucked back
into the injection chamber from the delivery tube (not shown) during the low pressure refilling of the injection chamber.

Although check valve 65 of Figure 3 successfully prevents cement back flow during the evacuation of the injection chamber, it nonetheless requires the injection chamber to have an angled portion. When very viscous cement is used, it is more desirable to have a substantially linear flow line in the injection chamber. Therefore, in some embodiments, and now referring to Figures 11a and 11b, check value 65 is replaced with a flow restrictor and the flow path in the injection chamber is substantially in-line. For the purposes of the present invention, the “flow path” is defined as the straight line connecting the center of the inner face of the piston with the center of the exit opening. The intersection of this flow path with a line orthogonal to the inner face of the piston defines an angle. When this angle is less than 45 degree, the flow path is substantially in-line. Preferably, the angle is less than 30 degrees.

The flow restrictor 96, as shown in Figures 11a-b, is a thin disc disposed normal to and within the injection chamber tube configured to generally restrict flow therethrough under low pressure but allow flow therethrough under higher pressure. This disc preferably has a plurality of slits 301 which create flaps 303. When the piston moves towards the flow restrictor, the high pressure in the injection chamber forces the flaps open, thereby permitting flow. When the piston is retracted, the flaps recede to their original position, thereby preventing back flow. Preferably, the disc is made of a flexible material such as polyethylene and comprises at least 2 slits, more preferably at least three slits, as shown in Figure 11c.

In some embodiments using a lever arm to axially move the injection chamber piston, the pressure generatable by forward action of the lever is a function of the mechanical advantage of the lever. Now referring to Figure 10, there is provided a lever L pivotally attached to plane P at point A. Also, Rod R is engaged with lever L at point B and is slidably received in Plane P at point D. The mechanical advantage gained by pushing rod R with lever L with a force F at point C is calculated as

\[ MA = \frac{x+y}{x} \]
wherein the distance AB along the lever is X, and the distance BC along the lever is Y.

Generally, the lever arm is attached to the plunger rod at an attachment point which provides a mechanical advantage of more than 1. Preferably, the mechanical advantage is at least 2, more preferably at least 3, most preferably at least 5.

As noted above, the pressure experienced by a fluid in a tube in response to the forward action of a plunger is inversely related to the cross sectional area (CS) of the inner face of the plunger. Accordingly, an inner face having a small cross sectional area is capable of producing a higher pressure than an inner face having a much higher cross section. Therefore, again referring to Figure 3, a highly desirable feature of the injection chamber is its reduced cross-section CSic relative to that of the reservoir CSr, which allows the bone cement to be more easily pressurized to a high pressure. Preferably, the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the reservoir CSr to the cross-sectional area of the injection chamber CSic is at least 9:1. More preferably, it is at least 15:1. When the more preferred ratio is adopted, a device having a relatively short reservoir and yet a surgically useful injection chamber may be realized. In one embodiment, the reservoir holds 30-40 cc of bone cement and has a 5-6 inch length (≈127-154 mm), and the injection chamber contains 0.5-1 cc of bone cement, and the CSr:CSic ratio is about 10.3:1.

As shown in Figure 1, the bone cement precursors are mixed by a porous disc 13 attached to the end of first member 11. Preferably, first member 11 is a rod comprising a first end 81 (to which disc 13 is attached) and a second end 82 which is slidably received in the reservoir via an opening 83 in the second end 7 of the reservoir. This disc has transverse holes 84 which allow for passage and agitation of the bone cement precursors when the mixing rod is moved axially about the reservoir, thereby insuring the complete mixing of these precursors. In some embodiments, the disc has a diameter which is substantially less than the diameter of the reservoir, thereby enhancing its ability to agitate the bone cement precursors. In other embodiments, the mixing shank comprises a blade 80 as in Figure 2, which agitates the bone cement precursors when the mixing rod is rotated about the reservoir axis.
The bone cement may be delivered from the reservoir to the injection chamber by providing a pressure differential. For example, the pressure differential may be produced by gravity by simply positioning the reservoir at a higher elevation. In some embodiments, the bone cement is delivered from the reservoir to the injection chamber by pressurizing the bone cement in the reservoir via a pressurizing means. In one preferred embodiment and now referring to Figure 4, there is provided a second piston 71 housed within the reservoir 3 and having an inner face 72 facing the exit opening 5 of the reservoir. When this inner face 72 moves axially toward the exit opening 5 of the reservoir, it pushes the bone cement in that direction, thereby forcing the bone cement into the injection chamber. Preferably, the inner surface 78 of the reservoir has a tubular shape, and the inner face 72 of the second piston 71 is in sealing engagement with the inner surface 78 of the reservoir. Preferably, the inner surface 78 of the tubular reservoir is smooth and the second piston 72 is slidably received within the tubular shape.

More preferably, now referring to Figure 4, there is provided a spring-loaded plunger comprising a spring 75 having a first end 74 contacts the outer face 73 of the second piston 71 and a second end 76 contacts the back surface 77 of the reservoir. In this embodiment, the spring-loaded plunger exerts a substantially continuous pressure upon the bone cement in the reservoir as the piston advances towards the exit opening, thereby forcing the cement into the injection chamber when the injection chamber is empty and inner face 35 of the plunger is pulled back to position A to provide fluid communication between the injection chamber and reservoir (as shown in Figure 2a). This automatic refilling feature of the device eases operation of the device.

In some embodiments, the spring may be loaded and locked into place. Now referring to Figure 9b (which discloses a device of the present invention in which the spring is in its relaxed position), to load the spring 201, spring rod 203 having shoulder 205 is manually retracted so that the shoulder 205 exits the reservoir 207 through hole 209, the hole 209 having a shape accommodating the shoulder 205 cross section. Now referring to Figure 9c, the
width Wh of hole 209 is such that it allows passage of narrow rod portion 213 and the width Ws of shoulder 205, but not the length Ls of shoulder 205. Now referring to Figure 9d, once shoulder 205 is outside the hole 209, rod 203 may be rotated 90 degrees and then released so that, as the spring 201 pulls the rod 203 back into the reservoir 207, shoulder 205 bears against grooves 211 disposed about hole 209, thereby locking the rod 203 into place. The spring-loaded device of the present invention is shown in Figure 9a.

In some embodiments, as in Figure 5, spring 101 is both retracted and released via handled spring rod 103. When this embodiment is adopted, it is preferred that the second end 105 of the mixing rod be slidably received within a bore 109 axially located within the handled spring rod 103. This feature has the advantages of economizing reservoir space and ensuring that both the porous disc and the plunger piston act throughout the entire cross section of the reservoir. In one preferred mode of operation, once the mixing step is completed, the mixing handle is broken off at a thinned break point 113 near the second end 105 of handled spring rod 103.

As noted above, the two-handle embodiment of Figure 5 is a complex device. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the handle for locking the spring is eliminated and replaced with a locking pin. Now referring to Figure 6a, there is provided a pair of locking pins 85 for maintaining spring 75 in a compressed or loaded position. Reservoir wall 87 further possesses a pair of holes 86a, 86b for receiving the locking pins 85. Preferably, and now referring to Figure 6b, second piston 71 also possesses a pair of recesses 88 about its periphery shaped for receiving the pins. During fabrication, the pins sequentially enter first the reservoir recesses 86 and then the piston recesses 88 to lock the pre-loaded spring in place. In use, the pins remain in place while the cement precursors are adequately mixed. Once the mixing is completed, the pins 85 are removed, thereby freeing pre-loaded spring 75 to force the inner face 72 of piston 71 to press against the cement, thereby pressurizing the cement for delivery into the injection chamber. In some embodiments, and now referring to Figure 6c, locking tynes 89 are connected by a shaft 90 to form a single locking pin 85.
The materials of the present invention can be any suitable biomaterial, such as metals or plastics. Because the device is used to deliver sterile bone cement, the materials should also be sterile. In some embodiments, the inner surface of the reservoir wall 87 is also sterile. Preferably, all the surfaces which contact the bone cement are sterile. Since bone cements are also known to degrade and/or affect many materials, these surfaces should also be compatible with the bone cement.

EXAMPLE I

Now referring to Figures 8a and 8b, the PMMA precursors P₁ and P₂ are first poured into the opening 181 at the first end 6 of the reservoir cap 182. Threaded reservoir cap 182 having a threaded end 184 and a hole 183 for slidably receiving mixer rod 11 is then screwed onto the corresponding thread 185 of the reservoir 3 to produce the device as shown in Figure 8b. Next, the mixing rod 11 is unlocked by rotating rod 11 so that shoulder 186 passes through hole 183, and the mixing rod 11 is axially cycled along the first axis of the reservoir, thereby causing the mixing disc 13 to move axially within the reservoir. The axial movement of the porous mixing disc causes agitation of the precursors, which react on contact to produce a well-mixed cement.

When mixing is completed and the bone cement is well-mixed, locking pins 85 are removed, thereby releasing compacted spring 75 and pressurizing the cement.

Now referring to Figures 2a-c and 3, in order to deliver the bone cement to the injection chamber, the second end of lever 41 is pulled back away from the injection chamber. As the lever is so retracted, piston 35 of plunger 37 is retracted away from the entry opening of the injection chamber, thereby providing fluid communication between the reservoir and the injection chamber. Bone cement under pressure by the spring-loaded plunger is forced through the exit opening 5 of the reservoir, through entry opening 25 of the injection chamber and into injection chamber 21. Because the relatively low pressure provided by the spring loaded plunger is below that required to open check valve 65, optional check valve 65 remains in a closed state, thereby preventing low pressure ejection of any bone cement through exit opening 27.
To deliver cement through exit opening 27, lever 41 is urged toward the injection chamber 21 from position C to position B1. When this occurs, the inner face 35 of piston 33 moves over and occludes entry opening 25 and moves towards exit opening 27. This movement of the inner face 33 pressurizes the bone cement housed in the injection chamber to a pressure exceeding the critical pressure of the closed check valve. As a result, normally closed check valve 65 now opens and bone cement is forced through exit opening 27 and is injected into the patient via a tube (not shown).

Alternatively, check valve 65 is replaced with flow restrictor 96 (as shown in Figure 11a), and exit opening 27 is located at the position on the far wall 190 of the injection chamber (as shown in Figure 2a) so that the bone cement exits the chamber in a direction parallel to the axis of the tubular injection chamber. In use, the high pressure caused by the advance of piston 33 forces open flaps 95, thereby allowing substantially in-line flow of cement from the piston to exit opening 27.

In accordance with the first embodiment, it is preferred that the first and second end portions of the injection chamber define a first axis within the inner surface, wherein the first piston comprises a sidewall having a shape corresponding to the inner surface of the injection chamber, and the first piston is received within the inner surface to allow axial movement of the first piston along the first axis within the inner surface. The piston correspondence with inner surface shape allows easy axial movement of the piston.

It is preferred that the first piston is slidably received within the inner surface to allow sliding movement of the first piston along the first axis within the inner surface.

It is preferred that the shape of the first piston sidewall provides substantial sealing engagement with the inner surface. This conditions prevents the flow of bone cement therebetween.

It is preferred that the first piston has an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber, the inner face has a centerpoint, and the centerpoint and exit opening of the injection chamber define a flowpath which is substantially linear. This is desirable for viscous bone cements. More preferably, the flow path has an angle of less than 30 degrees.
Now referring to Figure 2c, it is preferred that the device further comprising an O-ring 51 disposed between the sidewall of the first piston and the inner surface of the injection chamber. The O-ring prevents air bleed in.

It is preferred that inner surface of the injection chamber has a tubular shape corresponding to the first axis, the sidewall has a threaded surface, and the tubular inner surface is correspondingly threaded for receiving the threaded sidewall to allow axial movement of the inner face of the first piston along the inner surface. This describes a screw which can provide mechanical advantage.

It is preferred that the first piston has an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber, and the inner face is movable within the inner surface from a first position in the first end portion of the injection chamber to a second position in the second end portion of the injection chamber, wherein the first position of the first piston allows for fluid communication between the entry and exit openings of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber, and wherein the second position of the first piston restricts fluid communication between the entry and exit openings of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber. In this embodiment, the piston acts as a valve to provides discrete quantities.

It is preferred that the first and second positions define a maximum distance over which the first piston is movable along the first axis, and wherein the movement of the inner face from the first position to the second position defines an inner surface volume of between 0.1 cc and 5cc. This provides discrete quantities of the volumes desired in vertebroplasty. Preferably, the volume is between 0.5 cc and 2 cc.

It is preferred that the entry opening has a diameter, and the first piston sidewall has a length greater than the diameter of the entry opening. This long sidewall can fully occlude the entry opening of the injection chamber.

It is preferred that the exit openings are in fluid communication when the inner face of the first piston is located in the first end portion.

It is preferred that the sidewall of the first piston and the inner surface are in sealing connection, and the inner face of the first piston is movable from
the second position to the first position. This sealing creates a vacuum upon pullback which allows auto-refill.

It is preferred that the second position of the first piston inner face is substantially adjacent to the exit opening. This allows near-complete emptying of chamber.

It is preferred that the device further comprises means for axially moving the first piston with mechanical advantage.

It is preferred that such means is a shaft having a first end portion and a second end portion, wherein the first piston further comprises an outer face, the second end portion of the inner surface has a third opening, the outer face of the piston is connected to the first end portion of the shaft, and the second end portion of the shaft is slidably received in the third opening.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a lever having first and second ends, the first end of the lever being connected to the device, the second end of the lever positioned to bear upon the second end of the shaft, wherein at least one end portion of the lever is pivotally connected.

In some embodiments, the device further comprises a lever having first and second ends, the first end of the lever being pivotally connected to the device, the second end of the lever positioned to bear upon the second end of the shaft.

In some embodiments, the second end of the lever contacts the second end of the shaft. Preferably, the second end of the lever is connected to the second end of the shaft. More preferably, the second end of the lever is attached to the second end of the shaft. More preferably, the second end of the lever is pivotally attached to the second end of the shaft.

In some embodiments, the device further comprises an arm having a first end attached to the device and a second end attached to the first end of the lever, wherein at least one end of the arm is pivotally attached.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a lever having first and second ends, the first end of the lever positioned to bear upon the device, the second end of the lever being pivotally connected to the second end of the shaft.
In some embodiments, the first end of the lever contacts the device. Preferably, the first end of the lever is connected to the device. More preferably, the first end of the lever is attached to the device. More preferably, the first end of the lever is pivotally attached to the device.

It is preferred that the second end of the lever bears against the second end of the shaft at a location to produce a mechanical advantage of more than 1, preferably at least 2, more preferably at least 3, most preferably at least 5.

It is preferred that the outer face of the piston is integral with the first end portion of the shaft.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a check valve located downstream of the reservoir, the check valve being biased in a normally closed position sealing the exit opening, the check valve being automatically openable in response to increased pressure within the injection chamber and automatically recloseable upon reduction of the pressure increase below a predetermined level.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a check valve located downstream of the reservoir for sealing the exit opening, the check valve being manually openable and closeable.

It is preferred that the first piston has an inner face, and further comprising d) a flow restrictor disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber between the inner face of the first piston and the exit opening of the injection chamber, the restrictor comprising a slitted sheet normally disposed parallel to the inner face of the first piston, wherein the slitted sheet comprises flaps formed by slits, wherein said flaps are oriented towards the exit opening of the injection chamber in response to increased pressure from the direction of the first piston, and the flaps return to a position parallel to the inner face upon reduction of the increased pressure, thereby restricting backflow.

It is preferred that the device further comprises means for restricting back flow, the means disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber between the inner face of the first piston and the exit opening of the injection chamber.
It is preferred that the device further comprises a second piston disposed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir,

wherein the first piston has an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber, and wherein the inner faces of the first and second pistons define respective first and second cross-sectional areas, and wherein the ratio of the second cross-sectional area to the first cross-sectional area is at least 9:1.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a valve positioned between the first opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber and the exit opening of the reservoir for restricting the fluid communication therebetween.

In accordance with the second embodiment (which requires a reservoir/injection chamber volume ratio of at least 10:1), it is preferred that the reservoir inner surface and the injection chamber inner surface define a volume ratio of at least 20:1 (more preferably at least 50:1, most preferably at least 80:1).

In accordance with the third embodiment (which requires an injection chamber volume of between 0.1 and 5 cc), it is preferred that the injection chamber inner surface defines a volume of between 0.5 and 2 cc.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a shaft having a mixing shank extending therefrom, wherein the reservoir further comprises an inner surface and first and second ends defining a reservoir axis within the inner surface of the reservoir, and wherein the shaft is axially disposed within the reservoir.

It is preferred that the shank is a disc having transverse holes therethrough, the shaft has first and second ends, the disc is attached to the first end of the shaft, the second end of the reservoir has a fourth opening, and the second end of the shaft is slidably received in the fourth opening.

It is preferred that the device further comprises a second piston housed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir.
Preferably, the second piston has a sidewall corresponding to the inner surface of the reservoir, and the second piston is slidably received in the inner surface of the reservoir.

More preferably, the shaft has a first end facing the exit opening of the reservoir, the second piston has an outer face, and wherein the first end of the shaft bears against the outer face of the piston.

More preferably, the device further comprises means for locking the second piston to a predetermined location along the reservoir axis.

Preferably, the reservoir has an exterior surface, and the fourth opening defines a mating surface on the exterior surface, and wherein the shaft has a mating shank having a corresponding shape for bearing against the mating surface.

Preferably, the inner face of the second piston is in substantial sealing connection with the inner surface of the reservoir.

Preferably, the device further comprises a compression spring having a first end, wherein the second piston has an outer face, and the first end of the spring bears against the outer face of the second piston. This describes a spring-loaded plunger.

Preferably, the reservoir comprises first and second end portions, the exit opening of the reservoir is disposed in the first end portion of the reservoir, and a fourth opening is disposed in the second end portion of the reservoir, the device further comprising a shaft axially disposed within the reservoir and slidably received in the backside opening. This allows the plunger to be pulled back.

Preferably, the compression spring defines an inner tube, and the shaft is axially disposed within the inner tube of the compression spring. This allows the plunger to be pulled back under resistance.

Preferably, the shaft has a first end facing the exit opening of the reservoir, the second piston has an outer face, and wherein the first end of the shaft bears against the outer face of the piston. This allows the piston to be pulled back under resistance.

Preferably, the device further comprises a locking pin comprising a tyne,
wherein the reservoir has a transverse hole for receiving the tyne, the second piston has a sidewall having a recess shaped for receiving the tyne, and the tyne is inserted through the reservoir hole and is received within the recess of the second piston.

In accordance with the **fourth** embodiment (which requires a radially movable mixing element), it is preferred that the mixing element is axially movable, more preferably is unconstrained within the reservoir. Most preferably, the mixing element comprises a sphere.

In accordance with the **fifth** embodiment (which requires means for preventing back flow), it is preferred that the means comprises a check valve located near the exit opening in the injection chamber, the check valve biased in a normally closed position sealing the exit opening of the injection chamber from fluid communication with the entry opening, the valve being openable in response to increased pressure within the injection chamber and recloseable upon reduction of the pressure increase below a predetermined level.

Preferably, the check valve is located in the exit opening of the injection chamber.

Preferably, the device further comprises a first piston disposed in the inner surface of the injection chamber and having an inner face, and a flow restrictor disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber between the inner face of the first piston and the exit opening of the injection chamber, the restrictor comprising a slitted sheet normally disposed parallel to the inner face of the first piston, wherein the slitted sheet comprises flaps formed by slits, wherein said flaps are oriented towards the exit opening of the injection chamber in response to increased pressure from the direction of the first piston, and the flaps return to a position parallel to the inner face upon reduction of the increased pressure, thereby restricting backflow.

In accordance with the **sixth** embodiment (which provides discrete quantities of bone cement under high pressure), it is preferred that the means comprises means for occluding the fluid communication between the entry and exit openings of the injection chamber. Preferably, the integral means comprises means for moving the bone cement through the injection chamber. Preferably, the integral means comprises an impermeable first piston disposed
within the inner surface of the injection chamber, the first piston being movable over the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber. Preferably, the first piston comprises an inner face facing the exit opening and a cylindrical surface extending from the inner face and facing the inner surface of the injection chamber. Preferably, the inner surface of the injection chamber is between 0.1 cc and 5 cc.

In accordance with the seventh embodiment (which requires means for applying continuous pressure to the bone cement in the reservoir), it is preferred that the means comprises a compression spring having:

i) a first end facing the exit opening of the reservoir, and

ii) a second end extending away from the exit opening of the reservoir and contacting the second end portion of the reservoir defining a location.

Preferably, the device further comprises a second piston disposed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir.

Preferably, the inner face of the second piston is located between exit opening of the reservoir and the first end of the spring. Preferably, the second piston has an outer face contacting the first end of the spring. Preferably, the spring has a relaxed length, and wherein the relaxed length is no less than the distance between the exit opening of the reservoir and the location where the second end of the spring contacts the second end portion of the reservoir, thereby enabling the second piston to approach the exit opening. Preferably, the device further comprises a first piston disposed within the injection chamber, the first piston having an inner face which is movable from a location near the exit opening to a location in the first end portion of the injection chamber. This feature provides automatic refill of the injection chamber.

In accordance with the ninth embodiment, it is preferred that the first end portion of the lever is pivotally attached to the device.

In accordance with the tenth embodiment (which requires a means for creating a vacuum in the injection chamber), it is preferred that the device further comprises means for maintaining pressure within the reservoir. Preferably, the means for creating a vacuum comprises a first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber.
In accordance with the eleventh embodiment (which requires an O-ring), it is preferred that the device further comprises a first piston having a sidewall disposed within the inner surfaces of the injection chamber, wherein the O-ring is disposed between the sidewall and the inner surface of the injection chamber.

In many orthopaedic surgeries, a radiopaque compound such as barium or barium sulfate (BaSO₄) is conventionally added to the bone cement mixture so that the cement can be seen via an x-ray. Investigators have also reported adding barium sulfate and metallic powder to conventional bone cements in order to provide an identifiable contrast image to aid the surgeon during the vertebroplasty. See, e.g., Jensen et al., AJNR 18:1897-1904, Nov. 1997. Preferably, the bone cement used in accordance with the present invention is polymer-based, more preferably acrylic-based. Conventional acrylic-based bone cements are made from mixing a powder mixture and a liquid component. Typically, about 40 g of the powder mixture is combined with about 20 ml of the liquid component. Jensen, supra, identifies slow setting Codman Cranioplastic™ as the bone cement most suitable for vertebroplasty, and reports mixing this cement with 1 g tungsten and 5-6 g barium sulfate to produce about 48 cm³ of powder mixture. Since the conventional Cranioplastic powder mixture comprises about 30 g of powder, about 58.6 wt% of which is PMMA powder, the Jensen powder mixture comprises about 47-49 wt% PMMA and about 16.5-18.8 wt% contrast agent.

One problem associated with the straightforward adaptation of orthopaedic bone cement mixtures to vertebroplasty is that the radiopacity of these conventional cements appears to be insufficient. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that the reason for the lower radiopacity of the conventional compositions (when used in vertebroplasty) is that a smaller amount (generally about 5-20 cc, more particularly 7-10 cc) of cement is used in vertebroplasty surgeries as compared to orthopaedic applications (40-100 cc), and so there are fewer barium sulfate particles providing contrast on the x-ray. In addition, in vertebroplasty, the bone cement is typically applied as a thin thread (as compared to the bulk application in conventional orthopaedic applications), and so it is more difficult to distinguish the material from its
background. Lastly, conventional orthopaedic applications do not require as high a level of visualization as is required in vertebroplasty.

Therefore, in order to increase the radio-opacity of the bone cement mixture, the present inventors increased the barium sulfate concentration in the powder mixture from conventional levels (16.5-18.8 wt%) to novel levels (for vertebroplasty applications) of between 20 wt% and about 30 wt% BaSO<sub>4</sub>, and tested the suitability of these mixtures for vertebroplastic procedures. In general, it was determined that the radiopacity of the cement became more and more desirable as the barium sulfate concentration was increased. The results of handling characteristics and mechanical testing of these new materials are summarized in Table I below:

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BaSO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; (wt%)</th>
<th>Dough Time (min)</th>
<th>Setting Time (min)</th>
<th>Comp. Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>4-pt. Flex. Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Flexural Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3:50</td>
<td>16:34</td>
<td>95.31</td>
<td>72.69</td>
<td>2602</td>
<td>39.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>4:03</td>
<td>17:15</td>
<td>87.52</td>
<td>49.08</td>
<td>2390</td>
<td>29.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>3:53</td>
<td>18:29</td>
<td>82.21</td>
<td>49.02</td>
<td>2388</td>
<td>34.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>4:09</td>
<td>19:45</td>
<td>87.56</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td>2379</td>
<td>25.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>4:11</td>
<td>20:45</td>
<td>84.36</td>
<td>46.50</td>
<td>2462</td>
<td>24.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, it was further observed that the shelf life of at least the 28 wt% embodiment of these above mixtures (represented as Run 1 below) was less than optimal for use in vertebroplasty. In particular, embodiments which were aged up to 6 months displayed significantly higher setting times than similar non-aged embodiments, thereby demonstrating that this embodiment possessed a short shelf-life. Accordingly, three additional formulations (Runs 2-4 below) of barium sulfate-containing bone cement were evaluated, and these approximate formulations are presented in Table II below:
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Contrast Agent</th>
<th>Contrast Fraction</th>
<th>grain size D$_{50}$</th>
<th>BPO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Barium Sulfate</td>
<td>~28 wt%</td>
<td>~1 um</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Barium Sulfate</td>
<td>~28 wt%</td>
<td>~1 um</td>
<td>bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Barium sulfate</td>
<td>~28 wt%</td>
<td>~10 um</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>~20 wt%</td>
<td>~8 um</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purposes of the present invention "contrast fraction" represents the fraction of contrast agent in the powder fraction after it has been mixed with other powders. "Grain size D$_{50}$" represents the median particle size of the contrast agent. In Table II, "Bound BPO" means that at least 50 wt% of the BPO in the powder mixture is bound to other non-BPO particles, and "Free BPO" means that less than 50 wt% of the BPO is bound. The results of the evaluations of these materials are presented in Table III below:

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stability</th>
<th>Variability in Set Time</th>
<th>Handling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Inferior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Superior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Superior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sum, it was found that the mechanical and handling characteristics of the Run 2-4 materials were sufficient for use in vertebroplasty. In particular, mechanical and handling testing for different lots of Run 3 (Coarse 10 um BaSO$_4$) was undertaken, and the results thereof are presented below in Table IV:
TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BaSO₄</th>
<th>Dough Time (min)</th>
<th>Setting Time (min)</th>
<th>Comp. Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>4-pt. Flex. Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Flexural Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2:48</td>
<td>18:10</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.35</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>2446</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2:34</td>
<td>17:35</td>
<td></td>
<td>84.52</td>
<td>55.19</td>
<td>2315</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.19</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>2458</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2:28</td>
<td>16:59</td>
<td></td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of Tables I and IV reveals that the coarse BaSO₄ embodiments of Table IV have substantially similar setting times, compressive strengths, flexural moduli, and tensile strengths; and a higher 4-point flexural strength than the 16.67 wt% embodiment in Table I whose wt% was in the range of contrast agents reported by Jensen.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a process comprising the steps of:

a) providing a powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and about 40 wt% contrast agent (preferably, barium sulfate powder),

b) mixing the powder mixture with a liquid component to form a viscous bone cement, and

c) injecting the viscous bone cement into a vertebral body.

Preferably, the bone cements of the present invention are produced by mixing a powder and a liquid component. Typically, the liquid component precursor of the bone cement comprises a methylmethacrylate (MMA) monomer and a small amount (0.1-3 vol%) of a accelerator, such as dimethyl-p-toluidine (DmpT). Preferably, the MMA monomer comprises at least 80 volume percent (vol%) of the liquid component, more preferably at least 90 vol%. Typically, the powder component comprises a mixture of i) polymethylmethacrylate polymer
(PMMA), ii) an optional copolymer-containing powder (such as PMMA/copolymer powder), iii) an initiator powder, such as benzoyl peroxide ("BPO"), and iv) contrast agent. Preferably, the PMMA powder comprises at least 50 wt% of the powder mixture (and preferably between 40 wt% and 70 wt%), and the copolymer-containing powder comprises between 1 wt% and 60 wt% of the powder mixture. The contrast agent can be present in an amount of between between 20 wt% and 35 wt%, more preferably between 25 wt% and 35 wt%, and is preferably fully crystalline BaSO4. The initiator powder typically comprises between 0.1 wt% and 2 wt% of the powder component.

It appears that conventional teachings related to the weight fraction of contrast agent in bone cements do not appreciate the criticality of selecting higher levels of contrast agent for vertebroplastic applications. Jensen does not report any insufficiency of the radiopacity of the bone cement used therein. Although US Patent No. 4,791,150 ("Braden") reports producing bone cements with powder mixtures in which pharmaceutical grade barium sulfate comprises 5-50 wt% of the polymer powder, and US Patent No. 5,795,922 ("Demian") reports powder mixtures containing 5-30 wt% barium sulfate, each was concerned with conventional orthopaedic applications and not vertebroplasty. Although Combs et al., Clin.Orthop.Rel.Res. (145) Nov.-Dec.1979, pp. 287-291, reports that bone cement mixtures made from powders having up to 60 wt% barium sulfate have adequate strength, Combs (which used Surgical Simplex P starting materials) was primarily concerned with orthopaedic applications and sought to reduce the temperature of the newly-made cement (by adding BaSO4) in order to possibly avoid thermal necrosis. In contrast, investigators reporting on vertebroplasty applications do not appear to have noted any need to control thermal necrosis. Rather, it appears that adding BaSO4 to bone cement for vertebroplasty would be discouraged by the conventional teachings of vertebroplasty, as it has been theorized that subjecting the spine area to high temperatures actually helps alleviate back pain by deadening nerve endings.

As noted in Table I, the four-point flexural strength of the comparative 16.67 wt% sample was about 30% lower than that of neat CranioplasticTM. Accordingly, it was believed that further additions of BaSO4 to the powder
mixture would produce larger and larger decreases in strength, finally leading to catastrophic breakdown. Surprisingly, it was found that the compressive and flexural strengths of the even higher barium sulfate mixtures of Table IV of the present invention were fairly equivalent to that of the comparative mixture using 16.67 wt% barium sulfate shown in Table I. Moreover, this finding that further barium sulfate additions will not compromise strength provides valuable new barium sulfate-cement compositions which have both the radio-opacity and the mechanical strength required for vertebroplasty. Therefore, preferably, the barium sulfate concentration is between 20 and 40 wt%, more preferably between 25 and 35 wt%.

In addition, review of TABLE IV indicates that the increased BaSO₄ concentrations in the mixtures of the present invention yield longer setting times (about 18-20 minutes) than those of cements having lower contrast agent fractions, such as the 16.67 wt% embodiment of Table I (about 17 1/4 minutes). Long setting times are attractive for vertebroplastic bone cements because, in use, the cement must be able to suitably flow from the injection gun through a small tube to the vertebral body, and then refrain from leaking from the vertebral body once it is in place. Accordingly, a vertebroplastic cement should avoid setting for at least 10 minutes, and more preferably for much longer time periods such as 14-20 minutes, with some embodiments being in the range of 18-20 minutes. Most conventional orthopaedic barium sulfate-containing bone cements typically have setting times on the order of 8-12 minutes, and so are inadequate for this application. Combs reported setting times of no more than only 15 minutes, albeit at an ambient temperature of about 30 oC. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that the reason for Jensen’s selection of “slow setting” Cranioplast as the base material for a vertebroplastic cement could have been this long setting time feature. However, TABLE I indicates that the 16.5-18.8 wt% mixtures described by Jensen probably had setting times of about 17 1/4 minutes.

Therefore, also in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a method of using a bone cement, comprising the steps of:

a) providing a bone cement having a setting time of at least 18 minutes (preferably, between 18 and 20 minutes), and
b) injecting the bone cement into a vertebral body.

Preferably, the bone cement is made from a formulation comprising a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent, preferably BaSO4.

It is believed that at least another reason for the long setting times of these preferred formulations may be the low level of initiator powder. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that the amount of initiator has a significant effect upon the setting time of the bone cement, with higher levels of initiator producing lower setting times. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the powder component of the bone cement has not only a large amount of contrast agent (to provide the radio-opacity desirable in vertebroplasty, but also a low level of initiator powder (to provide the large setting times desirable in vertebroplasty). Therefore, preferably, the bone cement used in accordance with this embodiment of the present invention is made with a formulation comprising a powder component having:

a) between 20 and 40 wt% contrast agent and
b) no more than 1.1 wt% initiator powder.

Preferably, the initiator powder comprises no more than 1.0 wt%, more preferably no more than 0.75 wt%, most preferably no more than 0.5 wt% of the powder component. Preferably, the initiator powder is benzoyl peroxide. Preferably, the contrast agent is BaSO4.

Alternatively, setting times may be increased by limiting the amount of accelerator (DmpT) in the liquid component of the bone cement. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that the amount of liquid accelerator has a significant effect upon the setting time of the bone cement, with higher levels of accelerator producing lower setting times. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the bone cement has not only a large amount of contrast agent in the powder component (to provide the radio-opacity desirable in vertebroplasty), but also a low level of liquid accelerator (to provide the large setting times desirable in vertebroplasty). Preferably, the accelerator is DmpT. Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a bone cement formulation comprising:
a) a liquid component comprising no more than 2.4 vol% accelerator, and
b) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent.

Preferably, the liquid component comprises no more than 1.5 vol% accelerator, more preferably no more than 1 vol% accelerator, most preferably between 0.52 vol% and 0.82 vol%. Preferably, the accelerator is DmpT. Preferably the contrast agent is BaSO4.

When compared to the formulations of Combs having large amounts of contrast agents, the ratio of DmpT/BPO in the formulations of the present invention is low. This condition is advantageous because, according to Kuhn, "A surplus of BPO may favor complete turnover of DmpT. A surplus of DmpT, however, results in almost total consumption of the BPO, leaving a high residue of DmpT in the cement."

Complete turnover of DmpT is desirable because DmpT is considered by the literature to be toxic. Thus, the present invention provides both the low level of BPO desirable for setting and injection times suitable for vertebroplasty and a low DmpT/BPO ratio desirable for minimizing residual DmpT.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a bone cement formulation comprising:

a) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent and an initiator present in an amount defining a powder initiator fraction, and

b) a liquid component comprising an accelerator present in an amount defining a liquid accelerator fraction,

wherein the ratio of the liquid accelerator fraction to the powder initiator fraction is less than 1.75.

For the purposes of the present invention, the liquid accelerator fraction is determined on a volumetric basis, while the powder initiator fraction is determined on a weight basis.

Similarly, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a bone cement formulation comprising:
a) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent and an initiator present in an amount defining a powder initiator fraction, and

b) a liquid component comprising an accelerator present in an amount defining a liquid accelerator fraction,

wherein the ratio of the liquid accelerator fraction to the powder initiator fraction is between 1.3 and 1.9, and wherein the powder initiator fraction is less than 1.3%.

Similarly, in some embodiments having the above high levels of contrast agent, the accelerator (preferably, DmpT) level is less than 2.6 vol% and the accelerator/initiator (preferably, DmpT/BPO) ratio is between 1.67 and 1.99. In some embodiments, the accelerator (preferably, DmpT) level is less than 1.9 vol% and the accelerator/initiator (preferably, DmpT/BPO) ratio is between 1 and 2. These embodiments provide both controlled amounts of initiator (preferably, BPO) and accelerator (preferably, DmpT) needed for producing the desired setting and injection times, while minimizing the accelerator (preferably, DmpT) level.

Additional data were obtained for Runs A, B and D in Table IV, and these data are presented in TABLE V. An “Injection time” represents the window of time during which the cement can be extruded. The injection time should be at least 10 minutes in duration in order to be advantageous for use in vertebroplasty applications. In order to determine the injection time of a particular formulation, the powder and liquid are mixed (at which time the “injection time” window begins), and the mixed cement is then extruded at 23 °C through an 11 gauge biopsy needle using a 1 ml syringe. This procedure is then repeated every 30 seconds until the cement becomes too difficult to further extrude through the syringe and needle. The full procedure is then repeated with another sample from the same batch, and the mean time of the two samples is obtained. Preferably, the injections times results should be within 30 seconds of each other.

The Exotherm tests were performed in accordance with ASTM F451-99a.
TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Injection Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Exotherm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run A</td>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>67.0 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run B</td>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>62.7 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run D</td>
<td>10:35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation of the data of Table V in light of the specifications provided above indicate that the formulations of the present invention provide injection times suitable for use in vertebroplasty. The exotherms are relatively low when compared to conventional bone cements.

In addition, three other formulations of the present invention were likewise subjected to injection time and exotherm testing. These formulations yielded injections times between 10:25 and 10:39 (minutes:seconds), with exotherms of between 59.7 °C and 63.0 °C. These results demonstrate the consistency of the formulations of the present invention in providing these properties.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a process comprising the steps of:

a) providing a powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement, (preferably, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and about 40 wt% contrast agent),
b) mixing the powder mixture with a liquid component to form a viscous bone cement, and
c) injecting the viscous bone cement into a vertebral body, wherein at least a portion of the injection step occurs at least 10 minutes (preferably at least 11 minutes) after the mixing step.

As noted in Tables III and IV above, it was found in Run 3 that adjusting the grain size of the barium sulfate powder so that the average grain size ($D_{50}$) was 10 um resulted in a bone cement mixture having not only sufficient radiopacity and mechanical strength, but also sufficient shelf life, handling and bio-compatibility. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that...
intergranular reaction between BaSO₄ and BPO leads to degradation and/or inactivation of the BPO, and that increasing the amount of BaSO₄ in the powder mixture accelerates the inactivation/degradation. It is further believed that the increased level of degradation/inactivation was responsible for the poor shelf life of the mixture (as lower BPO levels led to longer setting times) and for the biocompatibility problems as well (as lower BPO levels led to higher levels of unreacted DmpT in the cement). When the barium sulfate particle size was increased, the relative surface area of the BaSO₄ significantly decreased, thereby reducing the interfacial area for BaSO₄-BPO interaction, thereby limiting and/or eliminating the degradation/inactivation of BPO. The high radiopacity of this material is surprising because it was thought that increasing the BaSO₄ particle size would dehomogenize the mixture, thereby reducing the radiopaque distinctiveness of the mixture. However, it was found that the radiopacity was still sufficient. It is believed that the higher content of BaSO₄ present in the mixtures of the present invention provides the sufficient radiopacity without requiring the homogeneity afforded by using fine BaSO₄.

A review of conventional bone cement literature appears to indicate that barium sulfate has been present in these cements only as very fine grains. For example, US Patent No. 5,512,610 ("Lin") discloses the use of 1 μm barium sulfate, and noted that this powder produced stress risers within the cement. Demian teaches that the typical radiopaquefier particle size is less than 1.5 μm and most are less than 1 μm. Although US Patent No. 6,080,801 ("Draenert") discloses 5-15 μm "particles" of barium sulfate, Draenart also provides a picture (in Figure 1 thereof) of such a particle which indicates that the barium sulfate particle is really an agglomerate of near-colloidal submicron-sized grains. Draenart also noted that conventional barium sulfate particles tended to "conglomerate" and suggested partially embedding these particles with the PMMA polymer powder. Likewise, Kuhn, "Bone Cements", Springer (2000) at page 245, teaches 20-150 μm size barium sulfate "particles" but likewise provides a picture (in Figure 8b thereof) which indicates that such particles are really an agglomerate of near-colloidal submicron-sized grains. Lastly, Jensen, supra, noted that conventional barium sulfate powder needed to be crushed prior to use - an indication that agglomerates were similarly present.
Accordingly, the literature does not teach the use of coarse (>2 μm) barium sulfate grains in bone cements. For the purposes of the present invention, a “grain” is a non-porous, typically crystalline mass, while a “particle” can include an agglomeration of grains.

In addition, further review of Table II reveals that both the handling and set time variance of this coarse grain embodiment (Run 3) were superior to other novel formulations (Runs 2 & 4) which provided acceptable shelf life.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a powder mixture for producing bone cement, the mixture comprising contrast agent grains (preferably, barium sulfate grains) having a D_{50} grain size of at least 3 μm, more preferably at least 5 μm, and most preferably at least 10 μm. In some embodiments, the D_{50} grain size is between 6 and 14 μm. These coarse grain embodiments provide particular advantage to high BaSO₄-containing powder mixtures, such as those powder mixtures comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% BaSO₄ in that the coarse grains do not form strength-degrading agglomerates. Preferably, the BaSO₄ grains are not embedded within the PMMA powder. In preferred embodiments of powder mixtures containing coarse, high wt% BaSO₄ powder, more than 50 wt% of the BPO is unbound or “free” (preferably, at least 75 wt%). Free BPO is advantageous over bound BPO in that it can more quickly initiate the bone cement polymerization reaction, and so help adjust desired setting times.

It is further noted that the 4-point flexural strength of Run 3 (which used coarse BaSO₄) is superior to that of the 28.57 wt% embodiment of Table I (which used fine BaSO₄). Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that because the coarse grains are unagglomerated, they do not produce intergranular porosity and so do not diminish strength as much as fine BaSO₄. Therefore, also in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a powder mixture suitable for producing bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% barium sulfate powder, wherein the barium sulfate powder grains are unagglomerated.

Also as noted in Table II, it was further found that the shelf life of the high barium sulfate mixtures could be sufficiently enhanced without changing particle size simply by replacing the free benzoyl peroxide of Run 1 with bound
benzoyl peroxide. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that intergranular interaction between free BPO grains and high levels of BaSO₄ grains cause BPO degradation/inactivation, thereby extending setting times. BPO grains bound within PMMA grains are shielded from this interaction and so do not degrade. Although the high-BaSO₄ bone cement of Combs is also made via bound BPO, it contains only about 15 wt% PMMA and 75 wt% PMMA-styrene copolymer, and so is characterized by a large co-polymer fraction. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed that co-polymers powders can more readily absorb the liquid monomer component than single polymer powders such as PMMA. It is further believed that co-polymer powders more easily solubilize in the liquid component than do single polymer powders. Because of their ready absorbability and solubility, the addition of co-polymer powders tend to produce an increased reaction rate and therefore more quickly increase the viscosity of the bone cement. In contrast, the powder mixture of the present invention comprises at least 40 wt% PMMA powder and only about 14 wt% copolymer. It is believed the low co-polymer content of this embodiment will not increase the viscosity of the bone cement as quickly. This may be a desirable property in vertebroplasty applications.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a powder mixture suitable for use as a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising:

a) between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent (preferably, barium sulfate),

b) no more than 50 wt% co-polymer.

Preferably, the copolymer comprises no more than 35 wt% of the powder mixture, more preferably, no more than 20 wt%. Preferably, the powder mixture further comprises c) initiator powder, wherein the initiator powder is bound within the PMMA powder. Preferably, the initiator powder comprises benzoyl peroxide ("BPO"). The combination of low copolymer content and bound BPO provides the low setting times and stability desired for high contrast agent formulations.

Table IV reveals that two Runs (Runs 3 & 4) which have acceptable shelf life and biocompatibility despite the use of free BPO. Although bound BPO is
advantageous in some situations, there are likewise some situations in which fast-initiating free BPO is desirable. Therefore, also in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% barium sulfate (preferably, between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent (preferably, BaSO₄) and free initiator powder. Preferably, the initiator is benzoyl peroxide (“BPO”). This powder mixture has an advantage over conventional low-BaSO₄ mixtures in that it has sufficient contrast agent for use in vertebroplasty, and it has an advantage over the high-BaSO₄ , BPO-bound mixture of Combs in that its free BPO can quickly initiate the polymerization reaction. Lastly, it has an advantage over other powder mixtures containing free BPO, such as Palacos-R and Cerifix, in that these mixture contain 9-15 wt% zirconia and so suffer from potential low radiopacity and abrasion problems.

Next, it was further found that replacing barium sulfate with zirconia grains in the powder mixture also produced a bone cement mixture having sufficient radio-opacity and shelf life. In particular, one cement of the present invention containing about 20 wt% monoclinic zirconia was found to have the following mechanical properties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength</td>
<td>83.25 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural Strength</td>
<td>64.31 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Review of these results against those for BaSO₄-based cements presented earlier reveals that the zirconia-based cements have a superior flexural strength. Without wishing to be tied to a theory, it is believed the superior flexural strength of the zirconia-based cements is due to the lower volume occupied by the zirconia. Zirconia is both more radiopaque and heavier (each on a gram-for-gram basis) than barium sulphate and therefore less of it is required to achieve the same level of radiopacity. Since it is believed that the volume of added contrast agent affects the mechanical properties of the cement, and since zirconia occupies significantly less volume
than barium sulphate, it is believed the mechanical properties of the cement will be superior.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 16 wt% and 40 wt% free zirconia powder (preferably, between 18 wt% and 30 wt%). Preferably, the mixture further comprises no more than 50 wt% copolymer. Preferably, the powder mixture further comprises benzoyl peroxide ("BPO"). More preferably, the BPO is free.

In some embodiments, the precursor materials for the bone cement are as follows:
The powder comprises:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Approximate Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methyl methacrylate polymer</td>
<td>56.8 parts w/w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl methacrylate-styrene copolymer</td>
<td>14.2 parts w/w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Benzoyl Peroxide</td>
<td>0.4 parts w/w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Barium Sulfate(D$_{50}$ ~ 10 um)</td>
<td>28.6 w/w,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And the liquid precursor component comprises:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Approximate Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methyl methacrylate monomer</td>
<td>95.05 parts v/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene dimethacrylate monomer</td>
<td>4.28 parts v/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl-p-toluidine</td>
<td>0.67 parts v/v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroquinone</td>
<td>20 +/- 5 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-methoxyphenol</td>
<td>12 ppm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was further found that when about 9-12 ml of the above-cited liquid mixture is first added to the reservoir, and then about 22-30g of the above-cited powder mixture is added thereto, the resulting formulation could be suitably mixed by simple hand-controlled shaking of the combined mixtures when a 0.625 inch diameter metal ball in a 40-66 cc tube is also placed in the reservoir. In particular, the mixture was thoroughly homogenized and had a viscosity suitable for injection after only 10-30 seconds of ball mixing. This discovery allows for a drastically simplified injection device design, wherein the mixing shank in the reservoir is completely replaced by a freely movable mixing element. Preferably, the reservoir has a long thin tubular shape adapted to
promote uniform mixing. More preferably, the ratio of the reservoir cross-section to the useful reservoir length is no more than 1 cm²/cm. The mixing element may have any shape but is preferably either a ball or cylinder, and preferably has a diameter of at least one-half (½) that of the reservoir diameter. In one preferred embodiment, the ratio of the useful reservoir length to the reservoir cross section is less than 0.75 cm/cm².

Now referring to Figure 9a, there is provided an injection device 1 wherein freely movable mixing element 201 is housed within reservoir 3. Once the reservoir piston has been spring loaded, the precursor materials and mixing element 201 have been loaded into reservoir 3, and threads 184 of reservoir cap 182 have been threadably received upon the corresponding thread 185 (to produce Figure 9a), the device 1 is simply hand shaken for about one-half minute to produce a bone cement having a viscosity suitable for injection. Next, rod 203 is rotated 90 degrees, thereby allowing shoulder (not shown) to pass through hole 207 and releasing spring 209.

Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for producing bone cements having a low viscosity, comprising:

a) a mixing reservoir,

b) a powder precursor (preferably PMMA) for producing bone cement housed within the reservoir,

c) a liquid precursor (preferably MMA) for producing bone cement housed within the reservoir, and

d) a freely movable mixing element housed within the reservoir.

In preferred embodiments, and now referring to Figure 9a, there is provided an injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir 3 having an exit opening 5,

b) an injection chamber 21 for injecting the bone cement, the chamber having a sterile inner surface 23 forming entry 25 and exit 27 openings, the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
c) a first piston 33 housed within the injection chamber and having an inner face 35 facing the exit 27 opening of the injection chamber, and

d) a freely movable mixing element 201 housed within the reservoir 3.

The device of the present invention is suitable for delivering injectable biomaterials, and for injecting bone cement in particular.

Also in accordance with the present invention, there is provided a method of injecting a bone cement into an interior region of a vertebral body, comprising the steps of:

a) providing a vertebroplasty injection device having an injection chamber and a reservoir in fluid connection therewith, the injection chamber and the reservoir each containing the bone cement,
b) fluidly connecting the injection chamber to the interior region of the vertebral body,
c) discretely injecting a first amount of bone cement from the injection chamber into the interior region of the vertebral body,
d) flowing bone cement from the reservoir to the injection chamber, and
e) discretely injecting a second amount of bone cement from the injection chamber into the interior region of the vertebral body.

Preferably, each amount of bone cement is between 0.1 cc and 5 cc (preferably between 0.5 cc and 2 cc).
We claim:

1. A device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

   a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

   b) an injection chamber having:

      i) first and second end portions, and

      ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening in the first end portion
          and an exit opening in the second end portion,

          the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
          surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,
          and

    c) an impermeable first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection
       chamber.

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the first and second end portions of the
   injection chamber define a first axis within the inner surface, wherein the first
   piston comprises a sidewall having a shape corresponding to the inner surface
   of the injection chamber, and the first piston is received within the inner surface
   to allow axial movement of the first piston along the first axis within the inner
   surface.

3. The device of claim 2 wherein the first piston is slidably received within the
   inner surface to allow sliding movement of the first piston along the first axis
   within the inner surface.
4. The device of claim 2 wherein the shape of the first piston sidewall provides substantial sealing engagement with the inner surface.

5. The device of claim 2 wherein the first piston has an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber, the inner face has a centerpoint, and the centerpoint and exit opening of the injection chamber define a flowpath which is substantially linear.

6. The device of claim 5 wherein the flow path has an angle of less than 30 degrees.

7. The device of claim 2 further comprising an O-ring disposed between the sidewall of the first piston and the inner surface of the injection chamber.

8. The device of claim 2 wherein inner surface of the injection chamber has a tubular shape corresponding to the first axis, the sidewall has a threaded surface, and the tubular inner surface is correspondingly threaded for receiving the threaded sidewall to allow axial movement of the inner face of the first piston along the inner surface.

9. The device of claim 2 wherein the first piston has an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber, and the inner face is movable within the inner surface from a first position in the first end portion of the injection chamber to a second position in the second end portion of the injection chamber, wherein the first position of the first piston allows for fluid communication between the entry and exit openings of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber, and wherein the second position of the first piston restricts fluid communication between the entry and exit openings of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber.
10. The device of claim 9 wherein the first and second positions define a maximum distance over which the first piston is movable along the first axis, and wherein the movement of the inner face from the first position to the second position defines an inner surface volume of between 0.1 cc and 5 cc.

11. The device of claim 10 wherein the movement of the inner face from the first position to the second position defines an inner surface volume of between 0.5 cc and 2 cc.

12. The device of claim 9 wherein the entry opening has a diameter, and the first piston sidewall has a length greater than the diameter of the entry opening.

13. The device of claim 9 wherein the exit openings are in fluid communication when the inner face of the first piston is located in the first end portion.

14. The device of claim 9 wherein the sidewall of the first piston and the inner surface are in sealing connection, and the inner face of the first piston is movable from the second position to the first position.

15. The device of claim 9 wherein the second position of the first piston inner face is substantially adjacent to the exit opening.

16. The device of claim 2 further comprising:

d) means for axially moving the first piston with mechanical advantage.

17. The device of claim 1, further comprising:

d) a shaft having a first end portion and a second end portion, wherein the first piston further comprises an outer face, the second end portion of the inner surface has a third opening, the outer face of the piston is connected to the first end portion of the shaft, and the second end portion of the shaft is slidably received in the third opening.
18. The device of claim 17 further comprising:
   e) a lever having first and second ends, the first end of the lever being
   connected to the device, the second end of the lever positioned to bear upon
   the second end of the shaft, wherein at least one end portion of the lever is
   pivotally connected.

19. The device of claim 17 further comprising:
   e) a lever having first and second ends, the first end of the lever being
   pivotally connected to the device, the second end of the lever positioned to
   bear upon the second end of the shaft.

20. The device of claim 19 wherein the second end of the lever contacts the
    second end of the shaft.

21. The device of claim 19 wherein the second end of the lever is connected to
    the second end of the shaft.

22. The device of claim 19 wherein the second end of the lever is attached to
    the second end of the shaft.

23. The device of claim 19 wherein the second end of the lever is pivotally
    attached to the second end of the shaft.

24. The device of claim 19 further comprising:
   f) an arm having a first end attached to the device and a second end
   attached to the first end of the lever, wherein at least one end of the arm is
   pivotally attached.

25. The device of claim 17 further comprising:
   d) a lever having first and second ends, the first end of the lever
   positioned to bear upon the device, the second end of the lever being pivotally
   connected to the second end of the shaft.
26. The device of claim 25 wherein the first end of the lever contacts the device.

27. The device of claim 25 wherein the first end of the lever is connected to the device.

28. The device of claim 25 wherein the first end of the lever is attached to the device.

29. The device of claim 25 wherein the first end of the lever is pivotally attached to the device.

30. The device of claim 18 wherein the second end of the lever bears against the second end of the shaft at a location to produce a mechanical advantage of more than 1.

31. The device of claim 17 wherein the outer face of the piston is integral with the first end portion of the shaft.

32. The device of claim 1 further comprising a check valve located downstream of the reservoir, the check valve being biased in a normally closed position sealing the exit opening, the check valve being automatically openable in response to increased pressure within the injection chamber and automatically recloseable upon reduction of the pressure increase below a predetermined level.

33. The device of claim 1 further comprising a check valve located downstream of the reservoir for sealing the exit opening, the check valve being manually openable and closeable.

34. The device of claim 1 wherein the first piston has an inner face, and further comprising d) a flow restrictor disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber between the inner face of the first piston and the exit opening of the
injection chamber, the restrictor comprising a slitted sheet normally disposed parallel to the inner face of the first piston, wherein the slitted sheet comprises flaps formed by slits, wherein said flaps are oriented towards the exit opening of the injection chamber in response to increased pressure from the direction of the first piston, and the flaps return to a position parallel to the inner face upon reduction of the increased pressure, thereby restricting backflow.

35. The device of claim 1 further comprising means for restricting back flow, the means disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber between the inner face of the first piston and the exit opening of the injection chamber.

36. The device of claim 1 further comprising:
   d) a second piston disposed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir,
   wherein the first piston has an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber, and wherein the inner faces of the first and second pistons define respective first and second cross-sectional areas, and wherein the ratio of the second cross-sectional area to the first cross-sectional area is at least 9:1.

37. The device of claim 1 further comprising:
   d) a valve positioned between the first opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber and the exit opening of the reservoir for restricting the fluid communication therebetween.

38. A device for injecting bone cement, comprising:
   a) a reservoir having an exit opening and an inner surface,
   b) an injection chamber having:
      i) first and second end portions, and
ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening in the first end portion and an exit opening in the second end portion, the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

wherein the reservoir inner surface and the injection chamber inner surface define a volume ratio of at least 10:1.

39. The device of claim 38 wherein the reservoir inner surface and the injection chamber inner surface define a volume ratio of at least 20:1.

40. A device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions, and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening in the first end portion and an exit opening in the second end portion, the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

wherein the injection chamber inner surface defines a volume of between 0.1 and 5 cc.

41. The device of claim 40 wherein the injection chamber inner surface defines a volume of between 0.5 and 2 cc.
42. The device of claim 40 further comprising:
   c) a shaft having a mixing shank extending therefrom, wherein the reservoir further comprises an inner surface and first and second ends defining a reservoir axis within the inner surface of the reservoir, and wherein the shaft is axially disposed within the reservoir.

43. The device of claim 43 wherein the shank is a disc having transverse holes therethrough, the shaft has first and second ends, the disc is attached to the first end of the shaft, the second end of the reservoir has a fourth opening, and the second end of the shaft is slidably received in the fourth opening.

44. The device of claim 40 further comprising:
   c) a second piston housed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir.

45. The device of claim 44 wherein the second piston has a sidewall corresponding to the inner surface of the reservoir, and the second piston is slidably received in the inner surface of the reservoir.

46. The device of claim 45 wherein the shaft has a first end facing the exit opening of the reservoir, the second piston has an outer face, and wherein the first end of the shaft bears against the outer face of the piston.

47. The device of claim 46 further comprising:
   d) means for locking the second piston to a predetermined location along the reservoir axis.

48. The device of claim 46 wherein the reservoir has an exterior surface, and the fourth opening defines a mating surface on the exterior surface, and wherein the shaft has a mating shank having a corresponding shape for bearing against the mating surface.
49. The device of claim 44 wherein the inner face of the second piston is in substantial sealing connection with the inner surface of the reservoir.

50. The device of claim 44 further comprising a compression spring having a first end, wherein the second piston has an outer face, and the first end of the spring bears against the outer face of the second piston.

51. The device of claim 50 wherein the reservoir comprises first and second end portions, the exit opening of the reservoir is disposed in the first end portion of the reservoir, and a fourth opening is disposed in the second end portion of the reservoir, the device further comprising:
   d) a shaft axially disposed within the reservoir and slidably received in the backside opening.

52. The device of claim 51 wherein the compression spring defines an inner tube, and the shaft is axially disposed within the inner tube of the compression spring.

53. The device of claim 52 wherein the shaft has a first end facing the exit opening of the reservoir, the second piston has an outer face, and wherein the first end of the shaft bears against the outer face of the piston.

54. The device of claim 44 further comprising:

   d) a locking pin comprising a tyne,

wherein the reservoir has a transverse hole for receiving the tyne, the second piston has a sidewall having a recess shaped for receiving the tyne, and the tyne is inserted through the reservoir hole and is received within the recess of the second piston.
55. A device comprising:

a) a reservoir having an axis and an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) a radially movable mixing element housed within the reservoir.

56. The device of claim 55 wherein the mixing element is axially movable.

57. The device of claim 56 wherein the mixing element is unconstrained within the reservoir.

58. The device of claim 55 wherein the mixing element comprises a sphere.

59. A device comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions, and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,
the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) means for preventing back flow from the exit opening of the injection chamber.

60. The device of claim 59 wherein the means comprises a check valve located near the exit opening in the injection chamber, the check valve biased in a normally closed position sealing the exit opening of the injection chamber from fluid communication with the entry opening, the valve being openable in response to increased pressure within the injection chamber and recloseable upon reduction of the pressure increase below a predetermined level.

61. The device of claim 60 wherein the check valve is located in the exit opening of the injection chamber.

62. The device of claim 60 further comprising:

d) a first piston disposed in the inner surface of the injection chamber and having an inner face, and

e) a flow restrictor disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber between the inner face of the first piston and the exit opening of the injection chamber, the restrictor comprising a slitted sheet normally disposed parallel to the inner face of the first piston, wherein the slitted sheet comprises flaps formed by slits, wherein said flaps are oriented towards the exit opening of the injection chamber in response to increased pressure from the direction of the first piston, and the flaps return to a position parallel to the inner face upon reduction of the increased pressure, thereby restricting backflow.

63. A device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,
b) an injection chamber having:

   i) first and second end portions and

   ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first

        end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

        the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner
        surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,

        and

   c) means for manually ejecting bone cement in discrete quantities from the

        injection chamber under a pressure of at least 1000 psi.

64. The device of claim 63 wherein the means comprises means for occluding

   the fluid communication between the entry and exit openings of the injection

   chamber.

65. The device of claim 64 wherein the integral means comprises means for

   moving the bone cement through the injection chamber.

66. The device of claim 65 wherein the integral means comprises an

   impermeable first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection

   chamber, the first piston being movable over the entry opening of the sterile

   inner surface of the injection chamber.

67. The device of claim 66 wherein the first piston comprises an inner face

   facing the exit opening and a cylindrical surface extending from the inner face

   and facing the inner surface of the injection chamber.

68. The device of claim 63 wherein the inner surface of the injection chamber

   is between 0.1 cc and 5 cc.
69. A device for injecting bone cement comprising:

a) a reservoir having first end portion forming an exit opening and a second end portion,

b) an injection chamber having:

   i) first and second end portions and
   ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) means for applying continuous pressure upon bone cement located in the reservoir.

70. The device of claim 69 wherein the means comprises a compression spring having:

   i) a first end facing the exit opening of the reservoir, and
   ii) a second end extending away from the exit opening of the reservoir and contacting the second end portion of the reservoir defining a location.

71. The device of claim 70 further comprising:

d) a second piston disposed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir.

72. The device of claim 71 wherein the inner face of the second piston is located between exit opening of the reservoir and the first end of the spring.
73. The device of claim 72 wherein the second piston has an outer face contacting the first end of the spring.

74. The device of claim 73 wherein the spring has a relaxed length, and wherein the relaxed length is no less than the distance between the exit opening of the reservoir and the location where the second end of the spring contacts the second end portion of the reservoir, thereby enabling the second piston to approach the exit opening.

75. The device of claim 74 further comprising a first piston disposed within the injection chamber, the first piston having an inner face which is movable from a location near the exit opening to a location in the first end portion of the injection chamber.

76. An injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions, and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) mechanical advantage means for pressurizing the injection chamber.

77. An injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:
a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions, and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,

c) a shaft having a first end portion and a second end portion,

wherein the second end portion of the inner surface has a third opening and the second end portion of the shaft is slidably received in the third opening, and

d) a lever having first and second end portions, the first end of the lever being connected to the device, the second end of the lever positioned to bear upon the second end portion of the shaft, wherein at least one end portion of the lever is pivotally connected.

78. The device of claim 77 wherein the first end portion of the lever is pivotally attached to the device.

79. An injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

i) first and second end portions, and
ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

c) means for creating a vacuum in the injection chamber between the entry and exit openings.

80. The device of claim 79 further comprising:

d) means for maintaining pressure within the reservoir.

81. The device of claim 80 wherein the means for creating a vacuum comprises a first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber.

82. A device comprising:

20 a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having:

25 i) first and second end portions and

ii) a sterile inner surface forming an entry opening disposed at the first end portion and an exit opening disposed at the second end portion,

the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween, and

30 c) an O-ring contacting the inner surface of the injection chamber.
83. The device of claim 82 further comprising:

d) a first piston having a sidewall disposed within the inner surfaces of the injection chamber,

wherein the O-ring is disposed between the sidewall and the inner surface of the injection chamber.

84. An injection device for injecting bone cement, comprising:

a) a reservoir having an exit opening,

b) an injection chamber having i) a sterile inner surface forming entry and exit openings, and ii) first and second ends defining a first axis, the exit opening of the reservoir and the entry opening of the sterile inner surface of the injection chamber being in fluid communication therebetween,

c) a first piston disposed within the inner surface of the injection chamber and having a first piston having an inner face facing the exit opening of the injection chamber,

d) a second piston disposed within the reservoir and having an inner face facing the exit opening of the reservoir, and

wherein the inner faces of the first and second piston define respective first and second cross-sectional areas, and wherein the ratio of the second cross-sectional area to the first cross-sectional area is at least 9:1.

85. A process comprising the steps of:

a) providing a powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and about 40 wt% contrast agent,
b) mixing the powder mixture with a liquid component to form a viscous bone cement, and
d) injecting the viscous bone cement into a vertebral body.

86. The process of claim 85 wherein the contrast agent comprises barium sulfate.

87. A powder mixture for producing a bone cement comprising contrast agent grains having a D50 grain size of at least 2 um.

88. The powder mixture of claim 87 wherein the contrast agent grains are BaSO4.

89. A powder mixture suitable for producing bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent and free initiator powder.

90. A powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 16 wt% and 40 wt% free zirconia powder, and at least 40 wt% PMMA powder.

91. A powder mixture suitable for producing bone cement, the powder mixture comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% barium sulfate powder, wherein the barium sulfate powder grains are unagglomerated.

92. A formulation suitable for producing bone cement, comprising a powder component having:

a) between 20 and 40 wt% contrast agent and

b) no more than 1.1 wt% initiator powder.
93. A formulation suitable for producing bone cement comprising:

a) a liquid component comprising no more than 2.4 vol% accelerator, and

b) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent.

94. A powder mixture suitable for use as a bone cement, the powder mixture comprising:

a) between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent (preferably, barium sulfate),

b) no more than 50 wt% co-polymer.

95. A bone cement formulation comprising:

a) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent and an initiator present in an amount defining a powder initiator fraction, and

b) a liquid component comprising an accelerator present in an amount defining a liquid accelerator fraction,

wherein the ratio of the liquid accelerator fraction to the powder initiator fraction is less than 1.75.

96. A bone cement formulation comprising:

a) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt% contrast agent and an initiator present in an amount defining a powder initiator fraction, and

b) a liquid component comprising an accelerator present in an amount defining a liquid accelerator fraction,

wherein the ratio of the liquid accelerator fraction to the powder initiator fraction is between 1.3 and 1.9, and wherein the powder initiator fraction is less than 1.3%.
97. A bone cement formulation comprising:

   a) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt%
      contrast agent and an initiator present in an amount defining a
      powder initiator fraction, and
   b) a liquid component comprising an accelerator present in an amount
      defining a liquid accelerator fraction,

   wherein the ratio of the liquid accelerator fraction to the powder initiator fraction
   is between 1.67 and 1.99, and wherein the liquid accelerator fraction is less
   than 2.6 vol%.

98. A bone cement formulation comprising:

   a) a powder component comprising between 20 wt% and 40 wt%
      contrast agent and an initiator present in an amount defining a
      powder initiator fraction, and
   b) a liquid component comprising an accelerator present in an amount
      defining a liquid accelerator fraction,

   wherein the ratio of the liquid accelerator fraction to the powder initiator fraction
   is between 1 and 2, and wherein the liquid accelerator fraction is less than 1.9
   vol%.

99. A process comprising the steps of:
   a) providing a powder mixture suitable for producing a bone cement,
   b) mixing the powder mixture with a liquid component to form a viscous
      bone cement, and
   c) injecting the viscous bone cement into a vertebral body,

   wherein at least a portion of the injection step occurs at least 10 minutes after
   the mixing step.

100. A method of injecting a bone cement into an interior region of a vertebral
      body, comprising the steps of:
a) providing a vertebroplasty injection device having an injection chamber and a reservoir in fluid connection therewith, the injection chamber and the reservoir each containing the bone cement,
b) fluidly connecting the injection chamber to the interior region of the vertebral body,
c) discretely injecting a first amount of bone cement from the injection chamber into the interior region of the vertebral body,
d) flowing bone cement from the reservoir to the injection chamber, and
e) discretely injecting a second amount of bone cement from the injection chamber into the interior region of the vertebral body.
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